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AC Optimal Power Flow
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minimize f(x)
subject to h(x) = 0

g(x) Æ 0
(P)

KKT-conditionsú (1st-order necessary)

If xı solves (P) there exist ⁄ı and µı Ø 0 such that

0 = Òf(xı)T + Òh(xı)T ⁄ı + Òg(xı)T µı

0 = diag(µı)g(xı)

ú if CONSTRAINT QUALIFICATIONS hold!
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Importance of Constraint Qualifications in AC OPF

Implications of failing CQs

multipliers may be non-unique
æ ambiguous LMPs

multipliers may not exist
æ KKT conditions not applicable
æ solution not certifiable

Bad news! CQs can fail for AC OPF

2-bus examples:

Why we care:
Ever larger OPF problems, ever more sophisticated & mission-critical

(æ ARPA-E grid optimization challenge)
Distributed optimization schemes rely on communicating dual variables
Market applications should have non-ambiguous outcomes
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Degenerate Optimization Problems

A family of CQs:

LICQ µ MF CQ µ ACQ µ GCQ

æ LICQ = linear independence CQ
æ LICQ guarantees uniqueness

Definition: LICQ
Let x be feasible for (P). The LICQ
holds at x, if

rank
5

Òh(x)
ÒgJ(x)(x)

6
= I + |J(x)|

I nb. of eq. constraints
|J(x)| nb of active ineq. contraints

Degenerate Optimization problems
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The geometric viewpoint

tangential intersection transverse intersection

If LICQ holds everywhere:
boundary of the feasible set is made of di�erentiable (sub)manifolds
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Transversality is generic (under the right perturbation)

ine�ective perturbation e�ective perturbation

Idea: If optimization problem is correctly perturbed,
tangential intersections are “rare”
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Thom’s Transversality Theorem

Definition: Transverse Map

Given manifolds F , N , M with
M µ N a submanifold, a map
� : F æ N is transverse to M if

T�(x)N = T�(x)M + D�(x)(TxF)

for all x such that �(x) œ M.

Fundamental Relation:
di�erentiability & dimension

¡
genericity

Thom’s Transversality Theorem

Consider
Cr manifolds F , N , M of class with
M µ N a submanifold
A map � : F ◊ � æ N where � µ Rk

is open.
Assume that

r > max{0, dim F + dim M ≠ dim N },
�(·, ·) is transverse to M

Then, �(·, ›) : F æ N is transverse to M
for almost all › œ �.
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Application to AC OPF

minimize
ÿ

i

costi(pG
i )

subject to
pG = pL + Re

)
diag(vei◊)(Y vei◊)ú

*

qG = qL + Im
)

diag(vei◊)(Y vei◊)ú
*

J
constraints perturbed

e.g. by fixed loads

v Æ v Æ v

pG Æ pG Æ pG

qG Æ qG Æ qG

|ykl(vkei◊k ≠ vlei◊l )| Æ Ikl

Z
___̂

___\

fixed constraints X
æ need to satisfy LICQ

Bottom line:
X needs to satisfy LICQ æ usually easy to verify (e.g., box constraints)
perturbation induced by loads is “e�ective”
PF eqs. are polynomial ∆ di�erentiability requirement not an issue
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Discussion

perturbations of the PF eqns
guarantee LICQ generically
(if engineering constraints a
non-degenerate)

æ Existence & uniqueness of
Lagrange multipliers

æ e.g., for all load configurations
except on zero measure set

æ LICQ holds almost certainly for
sampled load data
Applicable to convex problems
for uniqueness of multipliers

Highlights

Indepedent of dimension
(since AC PF eqn are polynomial)
Coordinate-free

æ works for all power flow models
Perturbation can always be
chosen infinitesimally small
Extensions to multi-stage
problems and other variations
are straightforward

Generic Existence of Unique Lagrange Multipliers
in AC Optimal Power Flow

Adrian Hauswirth, Saverio Bolognani, Gabriela Hug, and Florian Dörfler

Abstract—Solutions to nonlinear, nonconvex optimization
problems can fail to satisfy the KKT optimality conditions even
when they are optimal. This is due to the fact that unless
constraint qualifications (CQ) are satisfied, Lagrange multipliers
may fail to exist. Even if the KKT conditions are applicable, the
multipliers may not be unique. These possibilities also affect AC
optimal power flow (OPF) problems which are routinely solved in
power systems planning, scheduling and operations. The complex
structure – in particular the presence of the nonlinear power flow
equations which naturally exhibit a structural degeneracy – make
any attempt to establish CQs for the entire class of problems very
challenging. In this paper, we resort to tools from differential
topology to show that for AC OPF problems in various contexts
the linear independence constraint qualification is satisfied almost
certainly, thus effectively obviating the usual assumption on CQs.
Consequently, for any local optimizer there generically exists a
unique set of multipliers that satisfy the KKT conditions.

Index Terms—Optimization, Power systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions are the most
widely used tool to study the optimality of a solution to

a constrained optimization problem. They state that for every
optimizer there exists a set of Lagrange multipliers that meet
certain algebraic conditions. However, for an optimizer the
KKT conditions and hence the existence of (unique) Lagrange
multipliers hold only if the active constraints at that point are
well-behaved. This quality is captured by constraint qualifi-
cations (CQ). Different CQs that imply the applicability of
the KKT conditions have been studied [1], [2]. For nonlinear,
nonconvex problems CQs can be hard to verify a priori.
Hence, CQs are often stated as technical assumptions, and
their restrictiveness is rarely discussed.

In power systems, the question about the existence and
uniqueness of Lagrange multipliers has mostly been ignored.
This applies in particular to the extensive category of AC
optimal power flow (OPF) problems [3]–[7], i.e., the class of
problems that incorporate nonlinear power flow (PF) equations
as constraints, even though the KKT optimality conditions
have always been an integral part in the study of AC OPF
problems [8]–[11]. In particular, they are the cornerstone of
different numerical methods such as primal-dual interior point
and Newton SQP [12]–[18]. Furthermore, recent methods
in distributed online optimization for power systems often
require the communication of Lagrange multipliers [19]–[22].
Finally, Lagrange multipliers play an important role in market

The authors are with the Department of Information Technology and
Electrical Engineering, ETH Zurich, 8092 Zurich, Switzerland. Email:
{hadrian,bsaverio,ghug,dorfler}@ethz.ch. This work
was supported by ETH Zurich funds and the SNF AP Energy Grant #160573.

applications where they correspond to price signals [23], [24].
While the existence of Lagrange multipliers is sufficient for
most optimization methods to converge, market applications in
particular require uniqueness, since systematically ambiguous
prices would raise doubts about the fairness of a pricing
scheme.

All of these works assume the applicability of the KKT
conditions either explicitly or implicitly, but do not address
the restrictiveness of this assumption. An exception is [25]
which studies critical cases for which OPF solvers can fail.

In this paper, we show that for prototypical AC OPF
problems the linear independence CQ (LICQ) holds gener-
ically and unique Lagrange multipliers exist for all minima
generically. For this, we employ a result based on Thom’s
Transversality Theorem from differential topology that has
previously been established for more abstract optimization
problems [26]. We elaborate a more accessible result and
provide the necessary context for its immediate application
in power systems optimization. Although there exist weaker
CQs than LICQ and more general optimality conditions than
KKT, our result shows that for practical purposes there is no
need to resort to these more sophisticated tools.

The main result admits a probabilistic interpretation and
hints at an important application of our result: If an AC OPF
problem is randomly sampled from a suitably parametrized
class of problems, then the claim that LICQ holds generically
amounts to saying that LICQ holds with probability one. For
this to hold, the type of parametrization needs to be of high
enough dimension for Thom’s theorem to be applicable. We
will see that due to structural degeneracies in the AC power
flow equations this is not automatically satisfied. However,
for perturbations in loads and network parameters the result
can be applied and unique Lagrange multipliers exist almost
certainly. We believe that this insight is particularly important
for mission-critical online power system applications that
require strong a priori guarantees for AC OPF problems.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
reviews the KKT conditions and CQs, and it also establishes
the requirements for genericity of CQs. Section III introduces
a standard class of AC OPF problems and provides examples
where CQs fail to hold. Section IV identifies classes of
perturbations for AC OPF that guarantee genericity of LICQ.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Notation

By Rn
+ we denote the non-negative orthant of Rn and a �

b for a, b � Rn denotes a componentwise inequality. For a
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Part 2: Is Feedback-based Optimization in Power Systems
well-posed?
A. Hauswirth, I. SubotiÊ, S. Bolognani, G. Hug and F. Dörfler
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“Feedforward” Optimization & Feedback Control

Optimization Controller Systemr +
u

y

≠

short-term
planning

scheduling
(spot market)

real-time
operations
redispatch

low-level
controllers
droop, AGC
AVR, PSS

dynamic
model

”

steady-state modeloptimization & market stage

prediction (load, generation)

“feedforward” optimization

+ optimal decision
≠ highly model-based

feedback control

+ model-free & robust
≠ suboptimal operation
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Proposal: Feedback-based Optimization

Feedback Opt
u̇ =

s
≠Ò�(y, u) System

u

y

d

Goal: Design of feedback controllers that steer a physical system to an
optimal steady state (+ constraint satisfaction).

Benefits

model-free & robust (feedback)
fast response
steady-state optimal

Limitations

(e.g., with respect to MPC)
suboptimal trajectories
requires stable system

Adrian Hauswirth 2019-02-08 3
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Related Literature

power system operations (& other infrastructures)

Frequency Control
Voltage Control
general AC OPF

Work from 2013-now by:
Low, Li, Dörfler, Bolognani, Simpson-Porco, Zhao,
Dall’Anese, Simonetto, De Persis, Gan, Topcu,
Bernstein, Jokic, ... æ survey [Molzahn et al., 2018]

recent system-theoretic approaches
inspired by robust control [Nelson and Mallada 2017], [Colombino et al., 2018]
output-regulation [Lawrence et al. 2018]

other related approaches:
process control: reducing the e�ect of model uncertainty in succ. optimization
Optimizing Control [Garcia & Morari, 1981/84], Self-Optimizing Control [Skogestad, 2000],
Modifier Adaptation [Marchetti et. al, 2009], Real-Time Optimization [Bonvin, ed., 2017], ...
extremum-seeking: derivative-free, but hard for higher dimensions & constraints
[Ariyur & Krstic, 2003], [Grushkovskaya et al., 2017], [Feiling et al., 2018], ...
congestion control in comm. networks [Kelly et al. 1998], [Low et al. 2002] real-time
iteration [Diel et al. 2005], real-time MPC [Zeilinger et al. 2009]
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Our approach: Starting from PI-control

Goal: Design integral controllers that
steer a physical system the solution of

min �(x, u)
s.t. x = h(u) Ω steady-state

u œ U Ω input constraint
(x, u) œ Z Ω engineering limits

Main Idea
Replace I-controller with continuous-time
optimization algorithm

s u

1
TI

K ẋ = f(x, e)

x+r

+

≠

≠

Optimization
u

Physical

x

Optimization
Algorithm

Physical
Plant

Design of “supercharged” integral controllers
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“Think geometrically, but prove algebraically”John Tate

Physical systems are inherently coordinate-free

[Hiskens & Davy, 2001]

Ohm’s Law: I = Y U PF eqns: P + jQ = diag(U)(Y U)ú

Power Flow Manifold = set of all physically admissible steady states

Starting point for control design: Define closed-loop behaviour as a
dynamical system on the power flow manifold
Later: Design algebraic structure to induce sparsity, improve numerics
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Possible optimization algorithms/flows for FB optimization

Gradient Descent:

u̇ = ≠ grad �(x, u)

Examples & Variations:
Newton descent [Tang & Low, 2016], . . .

Projected Gradient [Hauswirth et. al, 2016], . . .

Alternative metric [Bolognani, 2015], . . .

Lagrangian Saddle-Flow:

u̇ = ≠ gradx L(x, u, ⁄)
⁄̇ = grad⁄ L(x, u, ⁄)

where
L(x, ⁄) = �(x, u) + Èg(x), ⁄Í

Examples & Variations:
Augmented & Regularized Lagrangian
[Dall’Anese & Simonetto, 2018], . . .

Proximal Augmented Lagrangian [Dhingra et
al., 2018], [Colombino et al., 2018], . . .

Momentum methods (?)

. . .

Most methods so far choose one set of
coordinates, but

Stability & Convergence are (should be)
purely analytic/geometric properties

Adrian Hauswirth 2019-02-08 7
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The trouble with hard constraints

[Molzahn, 2016]

Hard constraints are due to
Physical saturation of devices, or
Local controllers (for overload protection).

Hard constraints can be time-varying. (e.g.
in renewable energy sources)

∆ Need for an adequate mathematical model,
that is

consistent (i.e., admits a solution)
coordinate-free (i.e., well-behaved under
coordinate transformations)
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Static projected dynamical systems

static domain

rich history:
[Henry, 73], [Cornet, 83],
[Nagurney & Zhang, 96], . . .

General definition of the tangent cone:

TxX :=
Ó

v
--- ÷xk æ

X
x, ”k æ 0+ : xk ≠ x

”k
æ v

Ô

æ Projected vector field (a set-valued map)
with respect to a metric g

�g
X [f ](x) := arg min

vœTX

Îv ≠ f(x)Îg(x)

æ Initial value problem (di�erential inclusion)

ẋ œ �g
X [f ](x) , x(0) = x0 œ X

∆ Existence of Krasovskii solutions if X is a
locally compact subset of a C1 manifold
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Îv ≠ f(x)Îg(x)

æ Initial value problem (di�erential inclusion)

ẋ œ �g
X [f ](x) , x(0) = x0 œ X

∆ Existence of Krasovskii solutions if X is a
locally compact subset of a C1 manifold
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Time-varying projected dynamical systems (with I. SubotiÊ)

expanding domain

f(x)

⇧t
X f(x)

X (t)

X (t + �)

shrinking domain

f(x)

⇧t
X f(x)

X (t)

X (t + �)

New definition of temporal tangent “cone”

v œ T t
xX …

I
÷xk æ x, ”k æ 0+ :
xk≠x

”k
æ v and xk œ X (t + ”k)

æ not necessarily a cone ∆ can be empty
Define time-varying projected vector field

�X [f ](x, t) := arg min
vœT t

X

Îv ≠ f(x)Î

æ initial value problem

ẋ œ �X [f ](x) , x(0) = x0 œ X

∆ Existence of Krasovskii solutions if X (t) is a
forward Lipschitz continuous
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Basic well-posedness of Projected Dynamical Systems
domain vector field metric manifold
X f g M

existence of K-solutions loc. compact loc. bd. loc. bd. C1

SC(x0) = SK(x0) Clarke reg. C0 C0 C1

uniqueness of solutions prox reg. C0,1 C0,1 C1,1

Additionally: forward lipschitz continuity of X (t) if time-varying domain.

For power systems: all requirements are generically satisfied

PROJECTED DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS ON IRREGULAR,
NON-EUCLIDEAN DOMAINS FOR NONLINEAR OPTIMIZATION �

ADRIAN HAUSWIRTH† , SAVERIO BOLOGNANI† , AND FLORIAN DÖRFLER†

Abstract. Continuous-time projected dynamical systems are an elementary class of discontin-
uous dynamical systems with trajectories that remain in a feasible domain by means of projecting
outward-pointing vector fields. They are essential when modeling physical saturation, constraints
of motion, as well as studying projection-based numerical optimization algorithms. Motivated by
the emerging application of feedback-based continuous-time optimization schemes that rely on the
physical system to enforce nonlinear hard constraints, we study the fundamental properties of these
dynamics on general locally-Euclidean sets. Among others, we propose the use of Krasovskii solu-
tions, show their existence on nonconvex, irregular subsets of low-regularity Riemannian manifolds,
and investigate how they relate to conventional Carathéodory solutions. Furthermore, we establish
conditions for uniqueness, thereby introducing a generalized definition of prox-regularity which is
suitable for non-flat domains. Finally, we use these results to study the stability and convergence of
projected gradient flows as an illustrative application of our framework. We provide simple counter-
examples for our main results to illustrate the necessity of our already weak assumptions.

1. Introduction. An important class of discontinuous dynamical system are
projected dynamical systems whose trajectories remain in a domain X by projecting
outward portions of a vector field f at the boundary of X to prevent a trajectory from
leaving the domain. This qualitative behavior is illustrated in Fig. 1a.

Even though projected dynamical systems have a long history in di�erent contexts
such as the study of variational inequalities or di�erential inclusions, new compelling
applications in real-time, nonlinear optimization require a holistic study in a more
general setting. Hence, this paper is primarily motivated by the renewed interest in
dynamical systems that solve optimization problems. Early works in this spirit such
as [10] have designed continuous-time systems to solve computational problems such
as diagonalizing matrices or solving linear programs. This has further resulted in the
study of optimization algorithms over manifolds [2]. Recently, interest has shifted
towards analyzing existing iterative schemes with tools from dynamical systems in-
cluding Lyapunov theory [47] and integral quadratic constraints [19,31]. Most of these
have considered unconstrained optimization problems [44] and algorithms that can be
modelled with a standard ODE [30] or with variational tools [46]. With this paper
we hope to pave the way for the analysis of algorithms for constrained optimization
whose continuous-time limits are discontinuous.

The need for substantial generalization of the existent theory on projected dynam-
ical systems is particularly visible in the recent trend to design nonlinear feedback con-
trollers that steer a physical system to the solution of an optimization problem [38,48].
Precursors of this idea have been used in the analysis of congestion control in com-
munication networks [29, 34]. More recently, the concept has been widely applied to
power systems [18,21,25,32,36,45]. This context is particularly challenging, because
the physical laws of power flow, saturating components, and other constraints define
a highly non-linear, nonconvex feasible domain over which to optimize.

New features to consider for projected dynamical systems include, for example,
irregular feasible domains (Fig. 1b) for which traditional Carathéodory solutions can
fail to exist or may not be unique. Furthermore, non-orthogonal projections occur

�Submitted to the editors September 3, 2018.
Funding: This work was supported by ETH Zurich and the SNF AP Energy Grant #160573.

†Automatic Control Laboratory, ETH Zurich, Physikstrasse 3, 8092 Zurich, Switzerland
(hadrian@control.ee.ethz.ch, bsaverio@control.ee.ethz.ch, dorfler@control.ee.ethz.ch).
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Time-varying Projected Dynamical Systems
with Applications to Feedback Optimization of Power Systems

Adrian Hauswirth, Irina Subotić, Saverio Bolognani, Gabriela Hug, and Florian Dörfler

Abstract— This paper is concerned with the study of
continuous-time, non-smooth dynamical systems which arise in
the context of time-varying non-convex optimization problems,
as for example the feedback-based optimization of power
systems. We generalize the notion of projected dynamical
systems to time-varying, possibly non-regular, domains and
derive conditions for the existence of so-called Krasovskii
solutions. The key insight is that for trajectories to exist,
informally, the time-varying domain can only contract at a
bounded rate whereas it may expand discontinuously. This
condition is met, in particular, by feasible sets delimited via
piecewise differentiable functions under appropriate constraint
qualifications. To illustrate the necessity and usefulness of such
a general framework, we consider a simple yet insightful power
system example, and we discuss the implications of the proposed
conditions for the design of feedback optimization schemes.

Index Terms— Non-smooth analysis, , nonlinear dynamical
systems, power systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

The idea of “closing the loop” on a physical systems not
just to control, but to optimize the state of a physical sys-
tem with simple feedback controllers has recently emerged
as a new frontier, combining ideas from optimization and
control theory with notable applications in the operation
and optimization of power systems [1]–[10]. The underlying
premise of such autonomous (or feedback-based) optimiza-
tion schemes as illustrated in Fig. 1 is that a nonlinear
feedback controller induces closed-loop dynamics, usually
in the form of simple gradient- or saddle-point flows [11],
that steer a steady-state physical system to an optimal state.

A major challenge and a key difference to the traditional
optimization context is the fact that the physical system
enforces hard constraints on the evolution of the dynamical
system. Physical conservation laws (expressed as equality
constraints) constrain the system to a manifold, whereas
saturation effects modelled by inequality constraints intro-
duce non-smooth behavior. Furthermore, the feasible space
enforced by the physical system is in general time-varying.
These features expose fundamental questions regarding the
mathematical modeling of such discontinuous systems and
in particular the existence of viable solutions, i.e., solutions
that adhere to the physical constraints.

In this paper, we study the conditions required for the
existence of physically realizable trajectories. As such, our
findings are independent of any particular choice of feedback

The authors are with the Department of Information
Technology and Electrical Engineering, ETH Zurich, 8092
Zurich, Switzerland. Email: {hadrian,subotici,
bsaverio,ghug,dorfler}@ethz.ch. This work was supported
by ETH Zurich funds and the SNF AP Energy Grant #160573.

Feedback
Optimizer

Steady-state Plant
h(x, u, t) = 0, g(x, u, t) � 0u

x

Fig. 1. Feedback-based optimization

algorithm. In fact, we abstract the feedback controller by
its induced vector field on the feasible domain. This leads
us to consider projected dynamical systems [12]–[14], that
are a natural choice to model physical processes involving
saturation. For our analysis we draw inspiration from the
study of switched hybrid systems [15], [16], non-smooth
analysis [17], and viability theory [18], [19].

As a first contribution, we identify a Lipschitz-type re-
quirement on the time-varying domain that is sufficient for
the existence of solutions. We then prove existence of so-
called Krasovskii solutions [20]. Despite its technical defi-
nition, this type of solution to differential equations is well-
behaved, relatively easy to analyze and, most importantly,
exists under very weak assumptions.

This level of generality is required since our work is
motivated by the online optimization of power systems for
which common modeling assumptions such as convexity or
Clarke regularity fail. Namely, the steady-state power grid is
subject to the nonlinear, non-convex power flow equations.
Furthermore, changes in power consumption and in the
availability of renewable energy sources lead to a feasible set
that changes continuously in time, but not in a differentiable
way. Finally, low-level, nonlinear controllers (e.g., frequency
droop curves and automatic voltage regulation with reactive
power limits) induce non-smooth steady-state behaviors. Dis-
cussion of detailed models for these domain-specific aspects
is beyond the scope of this work. Nevertheless, at the end
of the paper, we provide a highly stylized and deliberately
simplified power systems example that captures the main
challenges addressed with our approach.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section II
we introduce the notion of a temporal tangent cone to a
time-varying domain as generalization of a tangent cone to
a stationary set. We establish that this temporal tangent cone
is non-empty if the domain is forward Lipschitz continuous.
This enables us in Section III to define projected dynamical
systems on time-varying domains and prove the existence of
Krasovskii solutions under forward Lipschitz continuity of
the domain. In Section IV we present a simplified example
of the feasible domain of a power system that isolates the
structural complications that are addressed by our results.
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Conclusions

Summary:
Feedback-based optimization as an interconnection of optimization
algorithms and a physical system

Closed-loop dynamics need to be well-defined independently of
coordinate frame

æ but, computational e�ort, sparsity, etc. will depend on the choice of
coordinates (or metric)

Projected dynamical systems have so far lacked a coordinate-free

definition & basic results

What about concrete algorithms/controllers? æ next talk
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